






















The study of the newly discovered iron-based superconductors has brought up various physical
viewpoints in multiorbital systems. In the present thesis, I focus on two eects in multiorbital
superconductors, one is the orbital component distribution on the Fermi surfaces, and the other is
the doping eect. As for the former eect, I study BaFe2(As1 xPx)2, KFe2As2 and LaNiBN. I find
that the orbital component distribution on the Fermi surfaces gives various unique properties.
Namely, the origin of the superconducting gap node in BaFe2(As1 xPx)2 and KFe2As2 is found to
be the Fe 3d3z2 r2 orbital distribution on the Fermi surfaces. I find that the partial distribution of Ni
dxy orbital component causes spin fluctuation in LaNiBN, which can give rise to sign reversing
superconducting gap.
As for the doing eect, I studied LnFeAsO1 xHx (Ln=La, Ce, Sm, Gd), where a large amount of
electrons are doped into the FeAs layers. It is found that electron doping induces a peculiar real
space motion of electrons, in which the next nearest neighbor hoppings dominate over the nearest
neighbor ones. This results in a large variation in the band structure, as opposed to a simple rigid
band picture, and enables us to give a consistent understanding of the experimentally observed
phase diagram of these materials.
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f 1(x1) 2(x2)  1(x2) 2(x1)g (2.1)
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??? N ???????????????????????????, ?????
????????????????????????????, ??????????,
j1; 1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4;   i(???????????????????????) ??????????
??????????????, jn1; n2; n3; n4;   i = j2; 2; 2; 1;   i?????????????






cn1;n2; jn1; n2;   i (2.3)
????????????????????????????????, N ?????????
??????????
?????????,?????? cn1;n2; ?,? (2.2)?????????????????
???????????????, ???????????????????????????
??? N ?????????????????????,P1i=0 ni = N ??????????
?, N ????????, ???????? cn1;n2; ? 0 ????????????? ji ?,
N = 0?? N =1????????????????????????
2.1.2 ?????
????,?????????? N ????????,????????????????, N




? F ????????? F ??????, N ????? N   1??????????????
??,????? a^i ???????????? ni ????????????????????,
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j  a^yj a^i = ij (2.4)









???????????? []+ ??? fg ????????????????????????
?????
ayi jn1; n2;    ; ni;   i =
p
ni + 1 jn1; n2;    ; ni + 1;   i (2.6)
a jn1; n2;    ; ni;   i = pni jn1; n2;    ; ni   1;   i (2.7)
????????????????? ni ????????????????
n^i jn1; n2;   i = ayiai jn1; n2;   i = ni jn1; n2;   i (2.8)
????????????????????????, F ???? N ???????????,
??????????????? j0i???????????????????????,???
? j0i?????????????????????,????????????????
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???????? O^ ?????????????????????????????????,
hn1; n2;   j O^ jn1; n2;   i =
X
i
onini hn1; n2;    jn1; n2;   i
= hn1; n2;   j
X
i
oni n^i jn1; n2;   i (2.12)



















































=T^e + V^e e + V^e a + T^a + V^a a (2.15)
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hj H^ ji =H [(r)]  EVext [(r)] (2.19)
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?(r)? H^ ??????????????? Vext ?, ??????????????? ??
???????, Vext ! n(r) ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????, N ???????????????
?????? (??????????)?,????? (r)???????,??????? Vext
?????????? (V ????????)??????????????????????,
????????????????????????V ??????????, 1970?????
?????,??? N ????? N ?????????,??????????????,??
????? V ?????????????????
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dr	y(r)Vext(r)	(r) j0i = E0 j0i (2.22)
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dr	y(r) [Vext(r)  V 0ext(r)  E0 + E00] 	(r) ji = 0 (2.24)
???????????
Vext(r)  V 0ext(r) = E0   E00 (2.25)
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?????,??? Vext(r)? V 0ext(r)??????????????????????????
? j0i ; j00i?????????????
?? Schrödinger-Ritz??????? E0 ????????????????, E0 = E0(Vext :
[0]) < E0(Vext : [
0
0]) ?????????? j0i ; j00i ??????? (r) ???????
??????,
E0 = h0j T^ + V^e e j0i+
Z
drVext(r)(r)





dr [Vext(r)  V 0ext(r)] (r) (2.26)
????????,
E00 < E0 +
Z
dr [V 0ext(r)  Vext(r)] (r) (2.27)
????????? (2.27)?? (2.25)??????, E00 +E0 < E00 +E0 ??????????
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?? V 0ext(r) = Vext(r) ???, j00i ?????????? j0i ?????, ???????
??????? E0[(r)] ????????????????, ?? (r) ?????????
????? V 0ext(r) 6= V 0ext(r) ???, j00i ? j0i ?????????????? E0[(r)] ?
E(Vext : [])???? Schrödinger-Ritz??????????,
E0[(r)] = E(Vext : [
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2.2.3 Kohn-Sham???
Hohenbrg-Kohn?????, ????? Schrödinger??????????????????










H^ = T^e + V^ext + V^e e (2.29)
?????????T^e; Ve e ????????????????????????, V^ext ???
??????????????????????????????????????, (r)??
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?????????  = 0???????????? 0 ?,????? F=0[(r)] = Ts[(r)]
????????,  = 0?????????????? (r)???????????????




+ Vext(r; = 0; [(r)]) (2.32)
??????????????? (2.31)? (2.32)????????




0 + Vxc(r) + Vext(r)  1 + 0
= VKS(r) + 0   1 (2.33)
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??????????0   1 ??????????????, Vext(r; = 0; [(r)])? VKS(r)
??? (r) ???????????????????????????????????
Vext(r; = 0; [(r)]) ???, VKS(r) ?????, ???? 0   1 = 0 ?????????,
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?? Kohn-Sham(KS)??????? "i ???????????????? ?? "i ?????
???????,??????? Janak?????????? Kohn-Sham(KS)????,???
???????????????????????????,???????, KS??????
??? ni ???????????, ???????????????????? Janak????
?? KS?????, N ???? i??? KS?????? ni ?, 0 < i < N ?? ni = 1, N < i










[fnig; (r)] = E0[fnig; (r)]  1N (2.37)
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????????????????? ( Generalized Gradient Approximation:GGA)??? [10]?









dr(r)["c((r)) +H(rs; ; t)] (2.42)
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??????????????, ???????????? l ??????????????
?????? Vl ????,
vPPion (r) = vlocal(r) +
X
l




vPPion (r) = vlocal(r) +
X
l
jVl pwlm i hVl pwlm j
h pwlm j Vl j pwlm i
(2.46)







???????????????,??????? rc ?????? 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????????????????????,








r2   vPPloc )

jii (2.48)
















Qij = h ij jirc   hijjirc (2.52)
??????????????,











Dij jii hj j (2.55)
??????,???????? k ? h
H^   S^
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?????????????? (PAW) ???, ?????????????????????,
?????????????????????????????
?????,????? j i????????????????????? (??????)j ~ i
???,????
j i = T j ~ i (2.58)
20 ? 2? ????
?????????????????? T ? rc ????? 1???????????????
??? l???? j ~ li?????????,
j ~ i =
X
l
clj ~ li (2.59)
???????????????????????????,
j i = T j ~ i =
X
l
clT j ~ li =
X
l
cl j li (2.60)
?????????????????????????????????????





j li   j ~ li

(2.61)
T ???????????????,????? ~p?????? cl ?
cl = h~plj ~ i (2.62)
??????????
??????? ~p?,???????????????????,?????????????
?? (2.46)???????????????????????????,?? T ???????
????
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j~pli h ~ ljB^j ~ mi h~pmj (2.65)
??????????????????????A^ ?????????? V^ ???, ?? B^ ?
????????????????????????????????





h lj V^ j mi   h ~ ljV^localj ~ mi
o
h~pmj (2.66)
?????????????????? V^local ?,??? B^ ????????????????
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0) r 2 S
(2.67)
??? u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l (r0; E) ??????
E0 ??????????????, ?????????????????? APW(Linerized
Augmented Plane Wave: LAPW)????????????LAPW?????????????



















0) r 2 S (2.68)
????? A;k+Klm ? B;k+Klm ?, ul (r0; E) ?????????????????, _ul (r0; E)
? ul (r0; E)??????????????????????????????? rc ?,???
??????????????????????????????? E0 ??????????
????????????????,????????????? E1;l ??????
?? E1;l ????? l?????????,?????????????, 4p??? 3p???
????????????????, ??????????????????????????

























2;l ?, ?????????????????????????, ?? A;B;C ?????
??,????????? rc ?????? 0?????????????????????
APW+lo?
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 (2.71)
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e ikRU (k)mn j mki (2.75)
wRn(r) = hrjwRni (2.76)
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jhwRnj r jw0nij2 (2.82)
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???? hwRmj r jw0ni??????????????????????? k ??
?????????, U (k)mn = mn ??????1,??? Bloch?????,




dkeikR hunkjrk jumki (2.83)




dkeikR hunkj r2k jumki (2.84)





!bb [f(k + b)  f(k)] (2.85)
hf(k)jr2k jf(k)i = jrkf(k)j2 =
X
b
!b [f(k + b)  f(k)]2 (2.86)


































M (k;b)mn = humkjun;k+bi (2.89)















































U (k)mn jumki (2.94)
???? n???????????????,????????????????????,??
????? U (k)mn ?
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q(k;b)n = Im lnM
(k;b)
nn + b  rn (2.102)































!b(A[R(k;b)]  S[T (k;b)]) (2.107)
???????????????
28 ? 2? ????
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? 0??????, dW ??????????????????????????
????????????????? W ????????????????? W ??
????????????????, exp(W ) ?????????????????????
W ??????????? exp(W )  1 + W ?????????????,? (2.95)?




M (0)(k;b)mn = hu(0)mkju(0)nk+bi (2.111)
???? d
???,???????? W ???? U (k) ????,M ???






??????????, ?? gn(r) ???????? ju(0)nki ????????????????




Amn j mkiAmn = h mkjgni (2.113)
???????? Lowdin??????????????
j~nki = (S1=2)mn jmki (2.114)
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? Nwin ???????, Nband ???????????????????Wannier?????
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 ?, Nband ?????? S(k) ?, ???????????? Bloch





















I ? S(k)?????????,??? 




????????? U (k) ???,????
????????? Nband Nband ???????







e ikRH (W )nm (k) (2.121)
30 ? 2? ????
????????????????????????????????
??????????Wannier????????,???????????????????,








?????????, ???? Green ???????????????????, ?? Green
???????????? Green????????????????????
GAB(; 
0) =  hTA()B( 0)i (2.122)
??? h  i ?????????????????????????, ?????????
??????  ???? h  i = tr(   e (H  N))= ?????????  ??????
 = 1=kBT ????,?? t??????  ??????????????? A()???? A
???  ???? Heisenberg?????????,?????????? e H ????
A() = eH Ae H (2.123)
??????????T ?Wick??????,??? A(); B( 0)?????????????
????,???????????????????????????????????????
?????? Green???????????????????????,???????     0





2l= (l = 0;1;2    ) (?????)
(2l + 1)= (l = 0;1;2    ) (??????) (2.124)
????????????????????????, ??????????????????
??????????
???????????? Green ????????????? k ???????????
H 0(k)????














H =H 00 +H1 (2.128)
????
F () = e (H0+H1) = e (H0)U() (2.129)
? U()??????????H 00 ;H1 ???????????????????????, ?
???????????H0 =H 00   N ?????????????????? ?????
???????? h  i = tr(   e H0)=tr(e H0)???????,








????, U()???????????????????????????, ??? U()??
?????????, ??????????????????????????????, U()
?Wick?? T ??????????????????





















???????????????????????????????, ??????? C ??















? hTCCCCi0 ? hTCCi0 ??????,? 2.5?????????????????????
???




?????, ? 2.6 ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
[                           ]
(          ) (                                    )+ + + + + +
1 ? ??
+








0) ????????, ?? log ?????? 
 ????????????
???????? 












?????????????????? Green ???????????, ?????????
????????????? Green ??????????, ???????????????




????????????????? Green ??????????Green ???????
U()???????????????????





























? 2.8 (a)?????????????, (b)??????????
? 2.8(b) ? 1 ????????????????????, ??????? 2.8(b) ????
??????? Green ?? (????) ?????????????????????????










? 2.9 (a)?????????????, (b)??????????





G(k; i!) = G0(k; i!) +G0(k; i!)(k; i!)G0(k; i!) +    (2.137)
????,???? Dyson???
G 1(k; i!) = G 10 (k; i!) + (k; i!) (2.138)







? 2.10 ?????????? Dyson???
2.4 ???????????? 35
2.4.5 BCS??
?????????, ???????????? Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieer 2 ???????














?????????? 1?????????,?????  q(q)???????? (??)???
??????, q ????????? 0 ?????? 2 ????????, ??????? q ?
??????????????????, ????????????????????????









































cyc????????, hcci??????? 0????, BCS??????????




























V (k;k0) hck0;"c k0;#i (2.145)






















(k) + j(k)j2 (2.148)
??????? (2.144)??????










???, EGS ????????, ????????????????????????, E(k)?
??? (k)?????????????????????????????????????






























































??? ayq; aq ?,???????????? ! ???????????????









(q) (q;k; ; ;  0) (2.154)
?????????


































D(q;     0) = 2!(q)(    0) (2.159)
???? (2.159), (2.157)??










































???????? Green?? F (k;     0)????,??????????????,?????
?????????










2(k   q)D(k   q; i!n   i!m)F (q; i!m) (2.163)
?????????,
[i!n   (k)  (k; i!n)]G(k; i!n) (k; i!n)F (k; i!n) = 1 (2.164)
[i!n + (k) + (k; i!n)]F (k; i!n) (k; i!n)G(k; i!n) = 0 (2.165)
????????????????? (2.162)?? (2.165)??? Eliashberg??????,??
??????? Dyson??????????????????????Dyson???????,










? 2.11 ????????? Eliashberg??????
?,????????,?? Green????????????????????????????
??????? Green?????,???????????????????????,
Glm(k; i"n) = G
(0)
lm(k; i"n) +G0(k; i"n)(k; i"n)G(k; i"n) (2.166)
2.4 ???????????? 39
?????????? Green ?????????????????, ? (2.166) ??????
Green??????????,??????????????













? 2.12 ??????????? Eliashberg??????
?????????? ?????????
 = A (2.169)
?????????? (2.168)? T = Tc ?????????????,??? ? T = Tc ? 1
?????????????,  = 1??????????, ????????, ???????
??????????????, Tc ???????????????????? ????, ?
????????????????????, Tc ????????????????
2.4.7 ???????????
? 2??????,?????????????? BCS???,??????? Eliashberg?
???, ???????????????????????????????????????
??????????? V ???, ??????????????????, ????????
?????????,???????????
















??? V ?????? q ???????????????, q ??????????????















40 ? 2? ????
????????? k ???????????,?????????????????????
???????????????, tanh? E(k0)?????????????,???????
??????? V (q)(k)(k + q)???????????????? V (q)???????
??????????,??? ??????????????????? V (q)??????
?????????,???? V (q)??????????????????????????













? 2.13 ??? singlet???????,????????????????????????
???????
?????????????????????????, ???????????? 0 ??









2.4.3 ???????????, ??????????????????????, ?????











(1) ? G0 ? G?????????????????????????
2.4 ???????????? 41
? 2.14 ?????????? 
(1b) ? 
(2b) ????????? Green?? G0 ?,???
????????? G?????????????????????????
???????????????????????? Luttinger-Ward????????????














???????, ? 2.16 ???????????????????????????????,
???????????????????????
42 ? 2? ????
G Σ
? 2.16 Baym-Kadano???????????????? ? Green?????????
????????
????????? (Fluctuation Exchange: FLEX)???,?? Baym-Kadano??????
?????,? 2.17???? Bubble?? Ladder?????????????????????
??????????? (Random Phase approximation:RPA)??????? Bubble?????
?? Ladder????????????, Green????????????????????G?
???, ???????? G0 ???????????? RPA ?? Baym-Kadano ?????
???????
? 2.17 2???????????? Bubble??????? Ladder??????
2.4.9 ?????? (RPA)





????????,???????,??????? S ; zzS ??????? C ??????
2.4 ???????????? 43
????? S^; ^????















































????????????? i!m ? q ????????,????????????????
???????,?????
S (q) = 2
zz
S (q) = S(q) (2.175)
(q) = (q) (2.176)
(q) = (q) (2.177)





















































44 ? 2? ????
??? S^; C^ ?????????????????????
Sl1;l2;l3;l4 =
8>><>>:
U (l1 = l2 = l3 = l4)
U 0 (l1 = l3 6= l2 = l4)
J (l1 = l2 6= l3 = l4)




U (l1 = l2 = l3 = l4)
2J   U 0 (l1 = l3 6= l2 = l4)
2U 0   J (l1 = l2 6= l3 = l4)

















???????,? 2.17???? Bubble?? Ladder??????????????????





































































































σ σ σ σ σ σ



















RPA ???????????, ?????????????????, ??????????
????????????????????????, RPA ???????????????
(Fluctuation Exchange: FLEX) ????????????FLEX ??? Bickers ???????
46 ? 2? ????
=
=Σ














σ σ σ σ
σ
σ σ σ σ
σ σ σ σ σ σ











σ σ σ σ
σ
σ σ σ σ
σ
σ









? 2.19 RPA?? FLEX???? singlet????????? V s ????????????
??????? V
2.4 ???????????? 47









Gl1;l3(k + q)Gl4;l2(k) (2.194)
??????????????????, Dyson???? 0 ????????????????
???????????,????????????????????????????, RPA?
???????,??????????????????????????
?? FLEX ?????????, Baym-Kadano ???????????????, LW ??
















f("(k + q)  f("(k))











??????,??????? U ?????????????,??????? U 0 ??????
????,????????????????????,??????????????????
?????????????
























????????????, LaNiBN ?????? (?) ??????????, ?
?????????, ????????????????????????????
???, ??????????????????????????????????







????????????, 2006 ?????????????????????, LaFePO ?
????????,????? 5K??????????,?????????????????
? [21]???? 2008? 2???????????, LaFeAsO???????????????
???, Tc =27K???????????????????????????????????
???????? [4]?
50 ? 3? ????
? 3.1 ?? (a) LaFeAsO?????? (b)X???????,??????????????
????? (a)??? (b)??????????? [4]
??? La?????????????? Tc ???? [5, 22], ?? SmFeAsO1 xFx ????
Tc =55K???,????????????????????????? [23]?
?????????,?????????????????,??????? FeAs?????
?????, ?????? LnO(Ln=?????) ??, ??????????????????
???,????????????????????????????,???????????












??? Mazin ???????????????????????, ???????????
?????????,?????????????,??????? (???)?????????




















? 3.2 ???????????, ?????????, ?????? (???? As)????
?????? (???? Se)??????????????????????????????
??? 11?, 111?, 122?, 1111?, 22426(42622)????????
????????????, ????????????????????? 3.2 ??????
??????????????????? (?????)??????????????????
?, ????????????????????, ??????????????, ??? 11?,
111?, 122?, 1111?, 22426????????,?????? 3????????????
11??????????????,????????????? Se? Te?????????
?????,?????????????,????????????????????????




52 ? 3? ????





????? 4???????????? x???????????????, y ???????
????? (?????????)????????????,???????????????
????, 2 ?????????????, ???????????????????????,
































? 3.4 LaFeAsO0:89F0:11 ???????????????? [30] ???????????
??????????????????????????
?????????, ????????????????????????????????
3.4?, LaFeAsO1 xFx ???????????????3GPa????????, 47K?? Tc ?
??????????? [30]???????, ??????????????? LaFeAsO??,
???????????????????????? [31]??? 11 ??? FeSe ??????
?????????????????????, ????? 8K? Tc ?????????, ??





????????????????????? Tc = 40  50K ????????????,
SmFeAsO1 xFx ?, Ba0:6K0:4Fe2As2 ??????????????????????????
(?????????)???????????????? [34, 35], 10K???????????
? LaFePO? KFe2As2, LiFeP????????????????? [36–40]?
???????, 10  30K ???????????????, ?????????????
???, ???????????, ?????????????, ?????????????
??????, ?????????????????, Tc = 23K ??????? 122 ????

























? 3.5 LaFeAsO?????????? (??)? 10???? (??)
?????????????????????????????????????? LaFeAsO
???????, ? 3.5????????????????????, ?? 3d????????
10??????????????????????????????,???????????
???????????????? 3d??? 5????????,?????????? 10?


















? 3.6 1111????????????????? unfold????
???????????????????,? 3.6??????,?????????????




????,???????????? X;Y; Z ???,????????????





















































































???? ??? ?? ? ?



















? 3.8 (a)LaFeAsO?????????? [25]. (b)LaFeAsO??????????????
(??)???????????? (??) [42]
56 ? 3? ????
???????????????????, ??????????????????????
???????? (0; 0) ???? dXZ=Y Z ????????????? (????) (????
1; 2 ????)??????????? (; 0); (0; )???? dXZ=Y Z ? dX2 Y 2 ?????
??????????? (???),  ??? 1?, (; )???? dX2 Y 2 ??????????
??????? ( ?)? 1????????
?? LaFeAsO????????????? (RPA)???????????????,? 3.8(a)










































































































????????????????????,  ???????????????????? s
????, ???????????????????? nodal s ?????, ????????
??? dx2 y2 ??????????????????????? (RPA)??????????
?????????????? ?,???????????? 3.9(b)??????????s
???????????????, dx2 y2 ?????????? ?????????????,
LaFeAsO?? s ???????????????????
s ?????????????????????????????????, STM????
???? (QPI)???????,??? q ??????????????,??????????











???????????, ?????????? dXZ=Y Z ?? dX2 Y 2 ?????????
2  3???????, ????????????? 2??????????????????



























? 3.10 k ?????????????????,??? q ???????????? QPI?













































































? 3.11 (a)???????????-??-???? ??????????????? [44]?





























? [45]?? 3.12 ?????????????????????, ??????????,
????????????????????????n??????????, n = 6:0?
??????????????
??????????,?????????????,????????????????
?????????????????????????????,?????  0 ? ((; )
?)??????????? ( ?)????, ??  ? ((0; 0)?)??????? 2??
???? (1 ?, 2 ?) ????????????????, ????????????,
(, 0)???????, n = 5:6??????,????????????????
???????????????????, ? 3.12 ??????, ??????????
???????????,???????????????,?????????????
???????????
??????????  ???????????? dx2 y2 ??????????????
 ??????? hPn
???????????????????,? 3.11(c)????????????????
????, hPn ??????????? hPn ????????????,????????
???? [42]???????, hPn ?????? dX2 Y 2 ??????????????
???????????,? 3.7(b)???? dX2 Y 2 ????????????????
?????????, (; )??????????,  ????????????????
??????????????  ?????????, ?????????, RPA ???
????, hPn ?????????? (; 0)=(0; ) ??????????? s ????
60 ? 3? ????
????????? hPn ??????,???-?????????????,?????
??? dx2 y2 ????? s ??????????????????? 2 ??????
???, ? 3.13 ??????????????????????????????, ??




???, hPn ?????? 2????,?-??-??????,?-???????????
?????,????????????? [46]?










?????????????????????????, ? 6.10 (a) ?????????
?????  = 112,?????????? 4?????????????,?????
????????????????????? 3?????, ????????????
??? 2???????????????????????????????? hPn ?
????????, dX2 Y 2 ????? (, )???????? ( ?)????????
????? 2???????????????,? 3.15 (b)????????, (0; 0)??
??????????????? dX2 Y 2 ?????????????????????
























?pi pik (0,0) (pi ,0) (pi,pi) (0,0)
bond length +5%
bond length -5%
α = 108 deg.
α = 108 deg.
y
x














α = 108 deg.
bond length +0% 
     band width 100%
bond length -5% 
     band width 80%
bond length +5% 


















? 3.14 ??: ???????  = 108 ?????-??????????????????
????????????????: ?-????????????????,???????
???? ????????????????? s ??? [46]?
???????,???????????,???? 1 ??????????? 2???
?????????????????,?????????? ?,??????????
3???????  = 112 ??????????????????????????
???????? Eliashberg??????????????
??, ???????????, ?????? 112 ??????, ??????????
??????????, ?????????????, ????????????????
????????????????????????????, (0, 0) ????????
62 ? 3? ????




































? 3.15 (a) ??????????????????????????????? [46]?(b)
???????????????????????????????,??????????
????? [47]
dXZ=Y Z ???????????,??? 1 ?????????,??????????
???????,??????????????????????
??????? 1 ????????????????,? 3.15 (b)????????, 1



































???????????, g(!l)? U; J ???????, s++ ?? s ????????????
????????????
J1   J2 ????????
?????????????,????????????????,????????????
???????????????????, ???????????????????????
???????????????J1   J2 ????????????????,????????
64 ? 3? ????




Si  Sj + J2
X
hhi;jii
Si  Sj (3.2)
????,????????????????, z ???????????????, J1   J2   J3
? J1   J2   Jc ??????????, KxFe2 ySe2 ? FeTe????????????????
?????? [49–52]?
3.2 ? (?)?????????? 65
3.2 ? (?)??????????
3.2.1 ? (?)???????????
1993?? YNiB4 ????, 12K???????????????????????????
? [53]??????????????????, YNi2B3C0:2 ? YNi4BC0:2 ?????????
Tc = 12K????????????????? [54]?????????? YPd2B2C????,
??? YPd5B3C0:35 ???, ???????????? Tc = 23K????? [55], ?????
??????????????????????,???????????????????,?
???????????????????????, LnNi2B2C (Ln= Y, Tm, Er, Ho or Lu) [56]
?, La3Ni2B2N3 [57]??, 10K 15K????????????????????,?????
??????????????????
3.2.2 ????
? (?) ??????????, ????????, ???????? TMB(TM=Ni,Pd,Pt) ?
?????????????????,?????????,????????????????
?????????,??????????????
? (?) ???????????????, ??? (LnN)n ?? (LnC)n(Ln=???,Y) ???
????,?? 3??????????????? 3.17?? n????,? (?)???????
??????????????n??? TMB??? LnN(C)????????, n = 1; 3???










??????????????????????????????, YNi2B2C ?????, ?




66 ? 3? ????
n=2n=1 n=3








????????????????,? 3.20???? Ni? dxy ??????? 1??????
?????? [68]??????????,???????????? d???????????
???????
?? 2002??????????,? 3.21?????????? (s+ g)??????????
?????? [69]????,??????????????,??????? (s+ g)?????




3.2 ? (?)?????????? 67













































?? ?? ?? ??
?? ??

















































?????????? 10 ???????????, BaFe2(As,P)2 ????????





???? JPSJ [72]???????????? 2012?????, JPSJ??????
????????????????
70 ? 4? ????? 122??????? BaFe2(As,P)2 ???????????????
4.1 Introduction
?????????, ???????????, ????????????? hPn ?????
?,??????????????,??????????????????????? [42]?











































???????BaFe2As2 ???????,?????????????? BaFe2(As,P)2 ???
?,? 4.1???????????,?????? x?, x = 0:33???????? Tc = 30K?





??????, nodal s ??? dx2 y2 ????????????????????, s ????




???, ????????? unfold ????????, ??????????????????
????????????????? unfold????????? 10????????, ???
????????????????????
4.2 ????




??? BaFe2As2 ??????????,???? 10????????? (? 4.3(a))?????
????????, BaFe2P2 ? 10????????? (? 4.3(b))????, ?????????
???????? 1  x : x????????????,???? 10??????? (? 4.3(c))?
??????????????????? GGA(PBE)???,???????????????
??? 40Ry,???Wannier????????? k ??????? 8 8 8????????
???????????? BaFe2(As,P)2 ??????,??????????????????
????????, ???????????????????? 4.1 ????????????
?????
?????????? 10 ????????, ???????????? RPA ???????
?????????????,??????????? 0.07eV, k ????? 16 16 16,??
?????? 128??, BaFe2As2 ????, cRPA????????????????????
??? [79]?????????? 4.2, 4.3??????RPA?????,??????????
???????,??????????????,???????????? s ???????
?, ????????????????????, ???????????????????, ?
??????????????????????? f = 0:42??????????























Z Γ ΓXP N Z Γ ΓXP N
Z Γ ΓXP N
c)
BaFe  As2 2
BaFe  As    P 0.36 0.642






























? 4.3 BaFe2(As,P)2 ???? x = 0:64 ??????????????????, (a)
BaFe2As2 ? 10 ???? (??) ? ??????????????????? (?) (b) (a)
???????????????? BaFe2P2 ? 10 ???????(c) ?????????
????????????,?????????????????????????????
???, BaFe2(As0:36P0:64)2 ??? 10?????
? 4.1 ?????? BaFe2(As1 xPx)2 ?????
x a (Å) c (Å) zPn hPn
0.00 3.9625 13.0168 0.3545 1.3603
0.33 3.9255 12.8150 0.35256 1.3143
0.64 3.8844 12.6271 0.35046 1.2685
0.77 3.8693 12.5691 0.34893 1.2435
1.00 3.8400 12.4420 0.3456 1.1895
? 4.2 ???????? U;U 0 ?? [79]
3Z2  R2 XZ Y Z X2   Y 2 XY
3Z2  R2 2.84 1.97 1.97 1.51 1.78
XZ 1.97 2.43 1.62 1.52 1.80
Y Z 1.97 1.62 2.43 1.52 1.80
X2   Y 2 1.51 1.52 1.52 1.91 1.91
XY 1.78 1.80 1.80 1.91 3.03
4.3 ?????????????? 73
? 4.3 ???????? J; J 0 ?? [79]
3Z2  R2 XZ Y Z X2   Y 2 XY
3Z2  R2 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.42 0.57
XZ 0.33 0.00 0.37 0.35 0.46
Y Z 0.33 0.37 0.00 0.35 0.46
X2   Y 2 0.42 0.35 0.35 0.00 0.23
XY 0.57 0.46 0.46 0.23 0.00
4.3 ??????????????
BaFe2(As,P)2 ???????????????????,? 4.4?????????????
????? BaFe2As2 ?????,??????? (???)? 2?,???????? (????)
? 3???????????????????,??????? hPn ???????????,?




?????? d3Z2 R2(dZ2) ???????????, ???????????????? 3 ?
??????????????????????????, ????????????????
????????,??????????????????????????????????,
??  ????????? Z?????????????????????????????
4.3.1 ??????
??? BaFe2(As,P)2 ????? x = 0:33???? Tc ?????????????????
???? ARPES??????????????????,???????? Z???? 3??
??????????????, ????????????????????????????
??????????????? 3??????????,?????????? x = 0:64??
?????????
?????????????????? 4.5 (a) ????????????????????
??????????, unfold??? 5???????????qx   qy ???????????
???????????,?? (; 0); (0; )???????????????????????,



































































? 4.4 (??)BaFe2(As0:36P0:64)2 ? Z???  ???????????????(??)??
? x = 0:64 ????, ?????????????????????3 ?????????
????? (1 ?)????, Z???? dZ2 ????????????????????(?
?)???? x???????????????????????????????????





??, ?????????????????????, ?????? Eliashberg ??????
?,???????????????????,??????? hPn ??????????, 1111























? 4.5 (a)x = 0:64????, unfold?? 5?????????????, qz =  ?????
?????????????1111?????????????? q = (; 0); (0; )????
?????????????
?? 1111 ???????????????, s ????????????, ???????
????????, 3?????????? (1 ?)?, Z???? 3????????????
????????????????? dZ2 ????????????????,???????
??????,?????????????????????? dX2 Y 2 ? dXZ=Y Z ?????,
???,?????????????????????,??????????????????
??????????????? dZ2 ????? 1 ?????? Z????????????,
dZ2 ?????????????????,? 4.6?????????????????????
??????????????????,???????????????????? BaFe2As2
? 5??????????????, J = 0???? Z??????????????????
????,????????????????????? dZ2 ??? Z????????? [80]?
????????????????????, ????????????????????
dX2 Y 2 ; dXZ=Y Z ??????, dZ2 ?????????,???????????????,?
??????????????????




?????, 122 ??????? BaFe2(As,P)2 ?????????????????, ???
????????????? Wannier ??????????, ?? 10 ???????????
????????,????????? dZ2 ?????, 3?????????????????
????,?????????????? dZ2 ??????????? 3??????????
????????????
??,?????????????????????? dZ2 ???????????????,





















































?????????, ??????????? ARPES ???????, kz =  ???????
?????????????????????, ?????????????????????
















??????????????, ??????? Ba(Fe0:9Co0:1)2As2 ????, ?












KFe2As2 ?????, dx2 y2 ?? nodal s ??????????????????
??????????????? BaFe2(As,P)2 ??? 3????????????
s ??????????
???? PRB [82]????????, Editors’ Suggestions????????,??
???????????????? PRL?????????? [83]?
80 ? 5? ???????????????????? KFe2As2 ?????????????
5.1 Introduction
?????? BaFe2(As,P)2 ??????? BaFe2As2 ?, ?????, ????????, ?
???????? 3?????????????????,????????????????
???????????????????????????????????, Ba0:6K0:4Fe2As2




?????, Ba(Fe0:9Co0:1)2As2 ????,??????????????? (; 0); (0; )???
????????????,????????? (; )??????????????????













?? KFe2As2 ?????? Tc = 3:5K ??????????, ? 5.2 ??????????
?,??????????????????,???????????????????????
?????? [38]????,??????????????????,????????????
????????? (???) ????, ???????? (????) ???????????
????? [85]??????????????,???????????? s ????????
?,?????????????????? dx2 y2 ????????????????????









??? ? ???????? ??????
??? ?????? ??? ??????
??????? ?? ???? ?
? ???
?? ?





???????? ?? ?? ??? ????? ??





















? 5.2 KFe2As2 ???? (??)???????????????? [88]? (??)??????? [38]
?????????????, 5?????? 10????????????
5.2 ????
??????????,? Quantum ESPRESSO????? [77]?????????????
??????????????,??????Wannier90????? [78]????,?? 3d??
??????????? 10??????????????????????????????,
????????????????????, BaFe2As2 ? KFe2As2 ????????? 10 ?
??????,?????????????????????????????????
???????, ???????????????????,????????, ??????
????? 10 ?????? 5 ????????????????? 5.3(a) ????????,
122?????????, 2????????????,??????????????????
???,? 5.3(a)??????,??????? 1?????????????????????
?????????????????? 122????? unfold???,??????? 10??
??????????????????,? 5.3 (b)???????????????? 5???
?????M??, 10??????????????????? Z???????????M
?? Z?????????????, 5?????????????? (; ; )???????




??????????????? 40Ry, ???Wannier ????????? k ???????
8 8 8??????????BaFe2As2, KFe2As2 ?? Ba0:6K0:4Fe2As2 ??????,???
??? [84, 89, 90]?????????????????? 5.1????????









? 5.3 (a) 122 ???? 5 ???????????????????????? 2 ????
???????,?????????????,?????????????????????
(b) 5????? 10??????????????????????? 10????,??? 5
???????????????????????
? 5.1 ?????? Ba1 xKxFe2As2 ????? [84, 89, 90]
x a (Å) c (Å) zPn hPn
0.0 3.9625 13.0168 0.3545 1.3603
0.4 3.9090 13.2122 0.3538 1.3714
1.0 3.842 13.861 0.3525 1.4208
5.3 5????? 10???????
???????? 5?????,??????????????????????????,?
????????, ??????? 10 ?????????????????????????
?????5 ????? 10 ????????????????????? 5.4 ???????
?????????, 10?????  ?????? dX2 Y 2 ????????? (  ?)? 5?
????? M????????????? 5.5???, 5????? refold?????? 10?
????????????????????????? 5????? 10??????????
?????, ?????????? 2 ???????????????, ? 5.4 ????, 5 ??
??? 10??????????????????????,?? 10????????????
??? P??? N????????, 5?????????????????????????
?? unfold?????????????, unfold?????????????, 10??????
???????? 5 ??????????????????, ????? 10 ????????
???????????, 5????? unfold??????????????????????



































































































? 5.4 KFe2As2 ???? (a)10????? (b)5?????????????????10?
???????,???????????????????????
????????????????????, ??????????????????????
??????????, d3Z2 R2 (dZ2 ??)? dXZ=Y Z ????????????? (?? 1 ?
?????)?, 10????????? 1??????????????????, 5?????
????? 5.5 (b)????????????,??????????????????????
??????????????, 5????? refold???????? 10??????????
?,??????????,? 5.5(c)????,??????????????????????
????
??? 10????? 5???????????, RPA?????????????????
????????, ? 5.6????????????, k ????? 16  16  16, ??????
128, ??? T = 0:07eV ????????????????? 4.2 ????????????
? [79]????? f = 0:53?????????????????????, ????????
???????????? (qx; qy) ???????, ???????????????????
??? qz ???????, 2?????????????
















? 5.5 (a) refold ?? 5 ???? (??) ? 10 ???? (??) ????(b) 10 ????? 5
????????,?????????????10?????????, dXZ=Y Z ? d3Z2 R2
??????????????? (1 ?)????????????, 5?????????,
dZ2 ? dXZ=Y Z ??????????????????????(c) ???????? (?
?)10????? (??)refold?? 5????????,?????????????????













































(a) (b)10 orbital model 5 orbital model
α α γ
hole hole hole
























































? 5.7 KFe2As2 ????, (a) 10 ????? (b) 5 ???????? s ????????,
???????? 3?????????
5.4 ?????????????
?????? 5 ?????, BaFe2As2, Ba0:6K0:4Fe2As2, KFe2As2 ???????, ????
?????????????????????????????, ? 5.8(a)(c)???????
???????????????????????? k ???? 64 64 16,????? 512,
?? T = 0:04eV????????????????? f = 0:40????
??????,?????????? Ba0:6K0:4Fe2As2 ??, (; 0), (0; )?????????
??????????????????????? KFe2As2 ?? (0; 0)??,????????
Ba(Fe0:9,Co0:1)2As2 ?? (, )?????????????????,???????????
???????????????,????????????????,???????????
?????????????, n = 5:8  6:0???????????????????????
?,???????? (0; 0)????,???????? (; )????,??????????
????????? 5.4?????????????, KFe2As2 ??????????????


























































? 5.8 (a) KFe2As2, (b) Ba0:6K0:4Fe2As2 ?? (c) Ba(Fe0:9Co0:1)2As2 ? qz = 0?????
??????????????????????????? BaFe2As2 ??????????




?????, ???????? X ??????????????, ?????????????
?, ????????????,   ???? X ??????????????????????
? 2??????,???????????????????,??????????,????
???? KFe2As2 ??????????????, X???????????????????
?????????????????????????? ((1  2),0),  = 0:17??????
??????????????????????????? [83]?





???????, ???? KFe2As2, BaFe2As2 ????, ??? n ????????????
???????????????????????????????? s ??????????
????????????? n????????,???????? n = 5:9?? n = 5:5??
5.5 KFe2As2 ?????????? 87
???????????????????????????, BaFe2As2 ??? KFe2As2 ???
??????????????????????????????? Ba!K????????











???????????????????,???????????? 5.9? KFe2As2(n = 5:5)
? BaFe2As2(n = 6:1) ????, ??????? dX2 Y 2 ??? dXZ Y Z ?? (?-?????
x; y ???? dyz ??)???????????????????????????,?????
????????????????????????, ? 5.9 ???????????????
???, ????????, ??????? (; 0)?? (0; 0)??????????, ?????
??, (; 0)?? (; )???????????????
5.5 KFe2As2 ??????????
?? KFe2As2 ???????????????s ?, dx2 y2 ??????????????
???, Eliashberg???????????????, s ?????  = 1:01, dx2 y2 ????
?  = 0:98???,??????????????????????????????,???
?? s ?? dx2 y2 ???????????,??????????????????????
88 ? 5? ???????????????????? KFe2As2 ?????????????
?????????????????????????????, ?????????????
? 4 ???????????????, s ???????????????????????
?????? 5.10??????, s ?????? dx2 y2 ?????????????????
?????????????? s ??????,?????? BaFe2(As,P)2 ????, dXZ=Y Z
????? 1 ?????? dZ2 ??????????,? 5.10 (c)????, dZ2 ??????
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? 5.10 KFe2As2 ???? (a)? s ??? (b)? dx2 y2 ???????????????
??????????????(c)s ?????????????????
5.6 ??? 89
KFe2As2 ????????????????????,????? s ?? dx2 y2 ??????
????,???????????????????????????,???????????
???????????????????????????? dx2 y2 ???????? 4??













???????????, ???????, ?????????, ?????????
(, 0) ?????????????, ?????????? dX2 Y 2 ???????




?????? [91],?????????????? PRB? Rapid Commun.????
??? [92]?
6.1 Introduction
???????????,????? 1111??? LnFeAsO1 xHx (Ln=La, Sm)?,?????
?????? LaFeAsO1 xFx ???, ??????????????, ???????????
???????????????????????????, ???????????????
x  0:2??????????,?????????? x  0:5?,?????????????
92 ? 6? ????? 1111????? LnFeAsO1 xHx(Ln=La, Sm)???????????
??????????????
?????????????,???????????????????,?????????
?????????????? x = 0:2???????????????, ?????????
?????, ???????????????????????, ???????, ??????
??????????,?????????????,?????????????, x = 0:3??
????????????????? x  0:4???,?????????????????,?
???????????????????,???????????,????????????
??????????????,??????????????,??????????????
??????, LaFeAsO1 xHx ???? x  0:2?????????????????????,
??????????????,????-????????? Tc ???????,??????
?????????????????????????????????,?-??-????? 
????????????, Tc ????????????????, Tc ???????????
???????????????
LaFeAsO1 xHx ?????, ???????????????????????, ?????



















































a b c d
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??? (?)?????? (?)???? x = 0:08; x = 0:21; x = 0:36; x = 0:40?[93]  ??
??????????? dX2 Y 2 ??????????????????????????
?????????
94 ? 6? ????? 1111????? LnFeAsO1 xHx(Ln=La, Sm)???????????
????????,???????? 1111?????,?????????????????
????????????????, ??????????????????????????
????, Tc ??????????????, ??????????????????????
?????
6.2 ????
????? VASP ???????? PAW ?????????????????? [96, 97]?
??????????????????????, ????????????????????
??,??????????????? VCA?????????????????????,?
??Wannier ???????? 3d ?????????????????? 10 ???????
??????? 3 ????????, ????? 2 ?????????, ??????????
??????????????????????????, fold??????????????





?????????? RPA ????????????, ??????????? 0.02eV,k ??
??? 64 64 4,???????? 2048????????? Ref. [79]?????? LaFeAsO
???????? f = 0:42??????????
? 6.1 LaFeAsO1 xHx ????????
x a c zAs zLa hPn
0.08 4.01564 8.67845 0.65093 0.1464 1.31
0.14 4.01015 8.66934 0.65249 0.14779 1.32
0.21 4.00258 8.65923 0.653276 0.149562 1.33
0.24 4.00034 8.65495 0.65442 0.15059 1.34
0.33 3.99244 8.65007 0.65528 0.15218 1.34
0.36 3.98775 8.64997 0.65648 0.15346 1.35
0.40 3.98371 8.64538 0.65778 0.15425 1.36
6.3 ???????????? 95
? 6.2 SmFeAsO1 xHx ????????
x a c zAs zLa hPn
0.13 3.923914 8.42626 0.66168 0.141379 1.36
0.22 3.909805 8.40018 0.66349 0.145024 1.37
0.34 3.895162 8.38471 0.66552 0.147863 1.39
0.43 3.885391 8.37664 0.66794 0.15106 1.41
0.47 3.880809 8.36348 0.66851 0.15218 1.41
? 6.3 ???????? U;U 0 ?? [79]
3Z2  R2 XZ Y Z X2   Y 2 XY
3Z2  R2 2.84 1.97 1.97 1.51 1.78
XZ 1.97 2.43 1.62 1.52 1.80
Y Z 1.97 1.62 2.43 1.52 1.80
X2   Y 2 1.51 1.52 1.52 1.91 1.91
XY 1.78 1.80 1.80 1.91 3.03
? 6.4 ???????? J; J 0 ?? [79]
3Z2  R2 XZ Y Z X2   Y 2 XY
3Z2  R2 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.42 0.57
XZ 0.33 0.00 0.37 0.35 0.46
Y Z 0.33 0.37 0.00 0.35 0.46
X2   Y 2 0.42 0.35 0.35 0.00 0.23
XY 0.57 0.46 0.46 0.23 0.00
6.3 ????????????
??????????????,???????????? 3d????????, 10????







































































































?? fold?????????????????, unfold?????, 10???????? 5?
??????????? 5?????????????????????, ? 6.4??????




???, dXZ=Y Z ????????? (???? ??????)????,?????????
???????????????????????????, ???????????????
????????????????? (; )?????? dX2 Y 2 ?????????, (???
?  ??????) ????????????, ??? x  0:1 ??????????????
??????,???????, ?????????????????, ???????????





???????????????, ????????, ???????????????, ???
???????????, ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????, ??????????????????????
?????????????,? 6.6 (b)?,??????????? Ba(Fe1 xCox)2As2 ???,
???????? VCA???????????????????? LnFeAsO1 xHx ????
???,???????????????????????????????????????
98 ? 6? ????? 1111????? LnFeAsO1 xHx(Ln=La, Sm)???????????
x=0.0















? 6.6 (a)????????????????????????????, (b)BaFe2As2 ??
??, ?????????????????? VCA ???????, ??????????
??
?? (, ) ?????????,  ??????, SmFeAsO1 xHx ? LaFeAsO1 xHx ???
??, Sm?????????????????? 6.4???????????? 6.1, 6.2???
???????????????????? hPn ?, SmFeAsO1 xHx ? LaFeAsO1 xHx ???
?????????3.1????????,??  ???????-??-?????? ????
???????????????????SmFeAsO1 xHx ? LaFeAsO1 xHx ?????, Sm
?????? La???????????????? ????,  ???????????
6.4 ??????
? 6.7 (a)-(d) ?, LaFeAsO1 xHx ??????????????????????????
6.4????????,???????  ?????????? (?)???????????
????, (; 0); (0; )???,?????????????????????????????
?????????, ???? ( ?)????????, ??????? (; ) ???????
????????????(, )????????? ( ?)????????????????
????,?????????????????????????? x = 0:40????????








































































???? ???? ? ???? ?????
????????????
(f)
? 6.7 LaFeAsO1 xHx ???? (a) x = 0:08, (b) x = 0:21, (c) x = 0:33, (d) x = 0:40??
?? qz = 0????????????????????????(e) LaFeAsO1 xHx ???
??????? s ????? x???. (f)?????????????, FLEX?????
??????????? [94]?







???, x  0:2????????????????????????????????????






?? LaFeAsO1 xHx ? SmFeAsO1 xHx ??????,?????????????????
???????????????????????????,?????? (,)???????
( ?)????????????????? ( ?)? dX2 Y 2 ??????????,????
??????????????????  ????? SmFeAsO1 xHx ???, LaFeAsO1 xHx










































? 6.8 LaFeAsO1 xHx ?? SmFeAsO1 xHx ??? 5??????????,??????
??????????
?? dX2 Y 2 ?????????????????????????????????????
????, dXZ=Y Z ? dX2 Y 2 ????????????, ???????????? [42]??
?? dXZ=Y Z ??? dX2 Y 2 ??????????????????, ??????????
???????????????? 6.8 ??????????? dXZ=Y Z ??? sXZ=Y Z ?,
dX2 Y 2 ??? sX2 Y 2 ??????????????LaFeAsO1 xHx ????? (, )??
??, dX2 Y 2 ??????????????? ( ?)????????????? dXZ=Y Z ?
??????????   ???????? ( ?) ?, ??????????????, dXZ=Y Z
??????????????????, ??????,  ????????????, dX2 Y 2
????????????????????? SmFeAsO1 xHx ?????,  ???????
?,?????????? dX2 Y 2 ??????????????
6.5 ???????????
????????????????????????????, ?????????????
????????????????????????? x  0:40?????????????
??????,????????-???????-?????????????????????
??????????????????? s ?? dx2 y2 ?????????????,???
???????????? Eliashberg??????? ??????????-???????
?????? s ????????, ??-????????????, dx2 y2 ????????
?????, ??????????????? ??????????, ???-???????
??-???????????,?????????????????????????????



































? 6.9 (a) LaFeAsO1 xHx ????,???????????????????????? 
????????????????? s ?? dx2 y2 ??? ??????, s ?????
?????????(b) x = 0:40???? LaFeAsO1 xHx ? s ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????,????
????????????????????????????
??????????, s ???? dx2 y2 ??? ???????????????????
??, ??-??????????????????????, ???????????????
?????
? 6.9 (b)?, x  0:4??????????? 2?????????????????x  0:4
??, ????   ???????? ( ?) ??????????, s ??????????,
(,)???????? ( ?)??????????????, ????-??????????
???????? s ?????,??????????????? 0????????????
???????????????
???????????, ????????? La, Sm ?????????, ???????
?????, ??????????  ?????????????????????????
?, RPA ??????????????????????????????????????
LaFeAsO1 xHx, SmFeAsO1 xHx ?????,??????????? d??????????
?????, ???????????????????RPA ???????????????





???????? RPA ??????, ????????????????????????,
?????????????????????????????????, ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????












????? 0 = (! = 0)???????????, Green???
G(k; i!n) = [i!n  H +   (k; i!)  0(k)] 1 (6.2)
??????????? [45]?
































? 6.10 (?) ?-??-???????????  ?????(?) LaFeAsO1 xHx ?
SmFeAsO1 xHx ????, ?-??-?????????? (??) ?, ????????
?????????????????????? (??) ?????????, ????
LaFeAsO1 xHx ??????????????????? (??)
? 6.10???? ?????????????????????????????, La??
?????, Sm????????????????????????????????????
? LaFeAsO1 xHx ???????????? (?? La ??  = 0),???????? 1 ?
? 2 ??????? (??  =  1; =  2 ???) ?, 1 ?? +2,+3 ???????
(??  = +1,  = +2, = +3 ???)????,????????????? ??
???????????????????????????????, ???????????
?????????,???????,???? a???????? zPn ?




cos((x)=2) + zFe (6.5)
??????????????????? zFe = 0:5???????, c; l ????? c????
??????,??????????? hLa ?????, LaFeAsO1 xHx ???? x = 0:08??
?????
????????, 6.2??????????,??????????????????,???
??? 0:00?? 0:50?? 0:05???? 40?????,???????
?????, k ???? 32 32 1?,?????? 4096??? T = 0:005eV,??????
????????????????, ??????? U = 1:3eV ??????? U 0 = 0:86eV,
??????????????? J = J 0 = 0:22eV?????






























? 6.11 (? a)?????  = +1;+2; 0; 1 ???????????????????
? ????(? b)?????????  =  1; 2; 3 ??????????????
?????? =  1 ?? ??????,????????? ???????????
??(?)????????????? Gd ,Sm ,Cs ,La???????,??????????
??????????????????????????????????????
6.6.3 ??-????????????????? ???
?????????????????  ????, ? 6.11 (a) ?? (b) ?????????
??????, RPA ??????????, ?????????????????, ?????
? ?????????????????????????????????,???????
 =  1 ?????, ??????  ? x = 0:3 ???????????????????,
????????????, x = 0:1  0:2???????????,????????????
????????????????????????, ??????????????????
??????,? 6.11??????????????????????
??,  =  1???????????? ????????,?????????????





































































? 6.12 LaFeAsO1 xHx ????, FLEX ??????????????????????
???????? dX2 Y 2 ,??? dXZ=Y Z ???????????
??????????????????????,????????????,????????
?????????????????, ?????????????????, ?? dXZ=Y Z ?
?????????? (, 0), (0, )???????????????????????????
??????????,??????????????????????,??????????
? x = 0:15 ?????????, ???????????????????????????
?, dX2 Y 2 ???????, ??????????????????????????????















 0  0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5
t1
t2





















? 6.13 (a) ?? dX2 Y 2????????????????????????
(b)LaFeAsO1 xHx ????? 1 ?????????,?????????????? t1, t2
???????????
106 ? 6? ????? 1111????? LnFeAsO1 xHx(Ln=La, Sm)???????????
??,???????????????????????,????????????????
???????????????????????????????????,? 6.13(a)???
?????????????????, ????????????????????? 6.13 (b)
?,  = 0 ?  = +1 ????, dX2 Y 2 ??????????????????? t1, t2
???????????????????????????????????, ?-??-???
?????????????, t1 ? t2 ?????????????????????????,
t1 ????????,????????????????????, "(k) = 2t1(cos kx + cos ky)
???, (, ) ???????????????????? t2 ????????, ??????
"(k) = 8t2 cos kx cos ky ???, (, 0), (0, )???????????????????????
? dX2 Y 2 ??????????????????, t1 ? t2 ????????????,???
??? (; 0); (0; )????????????????????????????????, ?
???????????????????, ????????? t1, t2 ???????????
???????????, ??????? t1, t2 ???? 2????????????????
??????? 6.14????, t1, t2 ????,?? Fe? 3d?????????????,??
????????????? 4p????????????????????????????




??????, ?????????????, ????????????, t1 ?????????
??, t2 ???????????????,???????????????,????????
????????, ??????????????????, ???????????? t1 ??
?????????? t1 ? t2 ???,??????????????????????????
?????????????, t1 ? t2 ??????????????????????????,
?????????????????? (, 0)??????????????????????





??,?????, x = 0:50????????????,?????????????????
????FLEX ????????????????????????, ???????????
?????,?????????????????????????????,????????
???,???????????????????,????????????, x = 0:5????
?? t2  t1 ????, J2  J1 ??????????? (, 0)??????????????
????????




























? 6.15 ????????????? dXZ=Y Z ????????????????
????????,????????????????????????? 6.15???????
??????,  ??????????????????????(0, 0)???,???????
??? 2?? dXZ=Y Z ??????????????, dX2 Y 2 ??????????????
?? Fe-As-Fe ????  ?????????, ?? dX2 Y 2 ???????????????
??????????? [47, 98]??? dX2 Y 2 ?????????, dXZ=Y Z ???????
??, ??????????????????????, ????????? dXZ=Y Z ????
108 ? 6? ????? 1111????? LnFeAsO1 xHx(Ln=La, Sm)???????????
??????????????????????????? dXZ=Y Z ???????????,
dX2 Y 2 ??????????,??????????????????????????,??
????????????? dXZ=Y Z ??????????,???????? dXZ=Y Z ???
???????????????????????????????????????????
????
????????????????? 6.16 ?????????, ????????????
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?????????????????????????????, ?????????????
?????????????????????????????, ???????? s ???
??????????????????????????????????, ????????
??????????????????????????, ????????????????
???? (; 0) ???????????????????????????, ???????,
dX2 Y 2 ?????????????????????????????????, ?????
? (, 0) ?????????????????? s ???????????????????
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????? 3???????????????? s ??????????????
7.1 Introduction
? (?) ????????????, YPd5B3C0:35 ????, ???????? Tc = 23K ??
??????????, ??????????????????? [55]???????????
???? YNi2B2C????????????????????,??????????????
? 1?? 0???,??????????????? [64],?????????????????
???????????????
?????? LaNiBN?,??????????????????, Tc = 4:1K???????
??????????? [99]?????????????????,? (?)?????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????? 3d, ??? 2p, ????? 5d ???????????
????????
??, ??????????????, ????????????, ?? 2px=py ? 5dx2 y2 ?
114 ? 7? ???????? LaNiBN???????????
??, ????????????????????????, ????????? 3d???? 8
???????????????LaNiBN??,????????? 2?????????,??
???????? 16????????16????????????????? 7.3 (a)?,??
??????? 7.3 (b)??????? 16??????, ?????????????????
??,?????????????????????????????????? 7.3(b)???
?????, ????? 3d ????, ??????? dxz=yz ?????????? d3z2 r2 ?
??, ??????????????, ???????? 2eV ??????, ????????
????,????????????????????????????,??????? 16?
????????????, 10?????????????, ? 7.3(c)???????????
?-1eV1eV????????, ????????????????????????????
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? 7.5 LaNiBN ? 10 ????????????, ? qz ???? 2 ?????????,
qz = 0??  ?? 3???????????? (a)Ni? d???????????????




??, ??????????? 10????????, ?????? (RPA)????, ????
?????????????????????????
????????, k? 16  16  8,????? 1024?,??? T = 0:04eV???????
??????, ???????????????????????, Ni ???????????
?????????Ni??????????, Wannier?????????????????,?
116 ? 7? ???????? LaNiBN???????????
??????????????, Ni???????????????????Ni???????
????, U = 2:64eV, U 0 = 1:98eV, J = J 0 = 0:33eV????
?????????????????????, ? 7.5(a)????????????????
?? (; =4; =2)???, 3???????????????? 7.4 (c)??????,????
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?? s ???????????????, Z?????? dZ2 ???????????? 3?
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????,???????????????????????
??, 122 ???????-???????????????????, ?????????-
?????????????????????????????????????? KFe2As2
???????????????????, KFe2As2 ????? BaFe2(As,P)2 ???, ???
?????????????? s ????????????????
??????????? LnFeAs(O,H) (Ln=La, Sm) ??????????????????
?????????, ??????????????????????, ???????????
????, ????????????????????????? (, 0)??????????
????????????????????????,?????????? dX2 Y 2 ????
??????????,???????????????, ??????????, ??????
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120 ? 8? ??
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input hopping













































Power-Method loop to calculate gap function
 and eigenvalue λ super.f90 (super.f90)
2nd loop (maximum λ)1st loop (negative λ)
el=el2
? A.1 RPA, FLEX???????????????????????
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